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WORKSHOP: GENOS O.S. & GENERAL INTEREST

When my friend Walter Parkin phoned from Sheffield recently to say that he’d recorded
lots of audio songs on his Genos, but that they wouldn’t play in his car’s mp3 player, I
thought the explanation (and remedy) might be of interest to other users of Genos,
Tyros and PSR keyboards. 

GETTING STARTED
Part 18 - with Glyn Madden

Genos audio recordings are captured in
broadcast quality Wave (.wav) format - which is
great, as it reproduces the sound exactly as it
should sound.  The downside is that most
everyday media players don’t accept this format -
and won’t, therefore, play the file.  My friend
Walter discovered, after creating lots of audio
recordings, that they wouldn’t play (other than
back through the keyboard) and asked me what
he should do.

I have lots of programs that will convert audio files from
one format to another - but most are part of relatively
expensive recording programs that Walter would neither
need nor find his way around without wading through yet
another manual filled with unrelated information.
Apparently iTunes can be used to convert .wav to .mp3
but I’ve lost patience with iTunes somewhat because
every time they update the system it takes me an
absolute age to locate all the features I regularly use.

So, I turned to the internet where there are several free-
to-use converters and I found one that, having tried it,
was very straightforward and, based on my limited
experience, seems to work like a dream.

What  does  conversion  to  Mp3  format  do?

When the original Wave format audio is compressed the
file size of the original is dramatically reduced.  Naturally,
compressing the audio also reduces the quality of the
sound but when converted to the mp3 format a
significant reduction in file size is achieved - whilst also
retaining an acceptable quality of sound.  Because of the
vastly reduced file size mp3 audio files are far better
suited to storage devices such as media players,
computers etc. and are quicker to transfer from one

device to another.  For example, a song I’ve just
recorded on Genos in the Wave (.wav) format has a file
size of 28.4 Mb.  When converted to .mp3 the same song
has a file size of just 2.7 Mb - so, using the same amount
of memory, I could store more than ten songs in .mp3
format for each one in .wav format. 

Find  an  online  file  converter  at  https//wavtomp3.org

If like Walter, you’ve recorded audio songs on Genos (or
any other electronic keyboard for that matter) and need
to convert them before playing them in an Mp3 Player,
here’s one ‘free to use’ online file converter.

1 Go to https://wavtomp3.org and, when the web page 
opens on your screen, click UPLOAD WAV (fig.1).

2 This opens your computer’s file system so that you 
can select the audio song file you want to convert. As 
my files were recorded on Genos I’d stored them on a
USB stick - so, having connected the USB device to 
the computer, this is where I go to find the song 
track(s) I want to convert (fig.2).

Fig.1



Having (a) found the location of your .wav file, (b) 
select the file and (c) click ‘Open’ (fig.2).

Note: If, like Walter, you have recorded more than 
one file, you can select and upload several files at 
once.  I don’t know what the limit is... sorry.

3 The file you have selected appears in the screen 
(circled fig.3)

Now you can (a) click the cog icon to open the 
settings box where you can choose the sampling 
rate and quality of the mp3 file you’re about to 
create, (b) click the ‘add more files’ area to... well, 
add more files to convert, and (c) click the 
‘CONVERT’ button to start the file conversion.

Note: The program has 
default settings for creating 
a perfectly good sounding 
mp3 file - so it’s not vital 
that you get distracted by the 
settings at (a). It’s great,
though, that the option is 
there for those who want 
to achieve a better quality 
sound or smaller file size.

4 Once the process has started you can track the rate
of the file conversion on the screen (fig.4).

5 And once the conversion is complete click the 
‘DOWNLOAD’ button to download the converted file
to your computer. 

6 All that’s left to do now is to transfer the file from 
your computer to the USB stick and, from there, to 
the Mp3 Player of your choice. 

If you’re a keen ‘recorder’ I hope you’ll find this useful
online resource comes in handy for when you need a
compressed version of your recordings.

Note:  Unlike the Tyros and Genos keyboard models
that exclusively record in the .wav format, PSR-SX700
and PSR-SX900 give the option to record directly to
either .wav or .mp3 file formats.  Bear in mind though
that recordings made in the compressed format will not
produce quite such a high quality audio result - so, for
recordings you want to treasure, maybe it would be
prudent to record in .wav and convert to .mp3 to give
you the best of both options. 
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b. Select .wav file

a. Select the location of your file

c. Click ‘Open’
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